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that Schmidt and Romero had physically in common was a similarity in age, 
both in their mid-fi ft ies. Hugo was actually Hugo Schmidt, Dr. Schmidt’s 
son. Th ough half his father’s age and slightly heavier built, the family resem-
blance was obvious.  Th e doctor’s all had their heads ducked and arms out 
to shield their faces from the blowing wind and sand caused by the whirling 
blades above the chopper. Other zombies had come to watch as they wan-
dered around the beach aimlessly, all with robotic control collars. 

Jeremy clicked off  more photos with his camera.

Zeb turned from his seat in the front and addressed Marija and Jeremy very 
abruptly, startling them and bringing their attention back to the world inside 
of the helicopter.

“Th ere ain’t nothin’ cool about these things! Th ey’re dangerous! Get back to 
this ‘copter if you don’t feel safe, understand?” Zeb barked.

Jeremy reached out and put a hand on his friend’s shoulder, looking con-
cerned.

“Of course. Man I’m so sorry, I wasn’t thinkin’ . . . ,” Jeremy apologized.

Th e sound of a throat being cleared behind them startled the group and di-
rected the attention of all three back over to the open side of the helicopter. 

Dr. Schmidt stood with his hand extended to Marija in introduction.

“Welcome to Ile de la Gonave . . . ,” Schmidt said with a wide grin.

Schmidt continued standing in the doorway shaking hands with Marija and 
gestured to Dr. Romero and Hugo standing next to him.

“I’m Dr. Deiter Schmidt. Th is is my assistant Dr. Atlas Romero and that 
handsome youngster is my son, Hugo,” Schmidt introduced.

Th e senior Schmidt helped Marija out of the helicopter as Jeremy began pull-
ing all his camera equipment and bags to the side of the helicopter. 

“Just follow us in and leave all of your bags. Th e servants will get them,” 
Romero explained.


